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F                               Bm5              F
There s an easy feelin. can you feel it? you can feel it?
F                                        Bm5                 F               
With an ease we re steppin out. are you ready? could you be ready?
F                                       Bm5             F
Livin s good on the front porch. we can rock it. sure we rock it.
F                                        Bm5            F 
Steppin out with the front porch, in our pocket. in our pocket.
Chorus
F                    
We re steppin out get hip to the motion 
Dm
One step puts us in the groove
C
back to the shack for what it might lack
Bm5                                  F
one step forward take a good life back

2nd verse same chords as 1st

fitting in the very world that creates us and relates us
what a blessing to a curse human nature human nature
evey life a lesson in humility in humility
beauty grace is the word with simplicity with simplicity
chorus
then to bridge
       Bm5            F
let it be you let it free you 
          C                      
may your life be a pleasure you found
        Bm5              F
let it move you gently shift you 
            C 
bring your weight to a higher ground
             Bm5          F
there s no needle in my haystack
             C
now you can lay all your worries down
        Bm5              F 
let it grip you gently shift you 
         C
let it bring your world around 



then there s a break and a repeat of the chorus
 Bm5         F
Out on the front porch
Bm5            F            
we re steppin out with an ease
Bm5          F
back to the shack
Bm5     Bm5add4   F
its as simple as that
were steppin out get hip to the motion
one step puts us in the groove 
back to the shack for what it might lack
one step forward take a good life back


